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A passion for everything connected with agriculture
induced him to investigate the financial condition of
the fellahin. Their state had gone from bad to worse,
and Lord Kitchener's imagination took one of its
usual flights. He evolved from his own consciousness
the famous Five Feddan Law, whereby no agricultural
holding of less than that area could be mortgaged.
The outcry which this legislative action awoke in the
local business world would have injured the reputation
of any Englishman whose prestige was less well estab-
lished than that of Lord Kitchener; but the protests
ceased when it was recognized that the author of the
new law was unmoved by them. The fellah alone
continued to grumble. Angered at this arbitrary
interference of the Government with the right of
every Egyptian to dispose of property as he thought
fit, for once he ascribed correctly the cause to British
control,
A second reform introduced by Lord Kitchener
found more favour in the eyes of the cultivator.
From time immemorial the Egyptian producer of raw
cotton had been robbed when he came to sell the
commodity. He had no means either of verifying
the weight of the crop, or of knowing the daily prices
of the market. On both points he depended upon
what the purchaser chose to say. To place the pro-
ducer on equal terms, Kitchener established, in the
cotton districts, Government offices (halaqas\ where
the seller could obtain trustworthy information. So
successful were these balaqas that further develop-
ments of their work were conceived. Side by side
with each, was set up a branch Postal Savings Bank.
The idea was admirable. The fellah, having sold his
cotton, would surrender at once the cash to the safe
keeping of the State, But who will accept a return
of 3 per cent, upon his money, when thrice that
rate can be obtained by lending it privately; or who,

